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Formerly called: Thomson Learning

HQ: Stamford, Connecticut

July 2007 separated from the Thomson Corporation

Sept 2007 changed its name to CENGAGE LearningSept 2007 changed its name to CENGAGE Learning
(Coined from the phrase “Center of Engagement”)

Library Reference (Gale)

ELT

Academic & Professional Group

Today’s presentation is on products from the Library Reference division



Gale (Library Reference)

HQ i F i t Hill Mi hi USAHQ in Farmington Hills, Michigan, USA
One of the foremost library reference publishers

Has many well-established imprints, including:
• Gale
• Charles Scribner’s Sons
• Macmillan Reference USA
• UXL

Publishing formats include:
• Print library reference such as thematic encyclopedias,

l di t i lit bi hi / iti i tannual directories, literary biographies/criticisms, etc. 
• eBook versions of print publications and an eBook platform
• Aggregated Journal databases
• Subject Portals and Databases combining various content together• Subject Portals and Databases combining various content together
• Microform collections and serials
• Digital Archives of primary source material



The 21st Century End User’s World

??



21st Century Skills

“Fifty years ago, the ticket up the economic ladder was 
content mastery of four or five subjects. 

“Today, it is the ability to think critically, solve problems, 
communicate, collaborate, use technology, and be 
globally competent.” 

Ken Kay

President of the Partnership for 21st Century Skills 
www p21 orgwww.p21.org



Partnership for 21st Century Skills

Some of the Member Organizations:
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How is Gale Contributing to 21st Century Learning?

By providing context, not just facts. 

It’s about…

• Engaging users with attractive interfaces and technologies that integrate into 
their everyday life

• Providing trusted quality information from Gale and other sources

• Taking up 21st century interdisciplinary themes such as global awareness 
and environmental awarenessand environmental awareness

• Moving away from the 20th Century research process and embodying the 
21st Century critical thinking process

The Evolution of Research Databases into 

Knowledge Portals…



Engaging Users: Moving away from the “Research Database” model

• An image of a dark, closed “Box” – can’t see what’s inside

• A dark box with a search box

• Uninteresting if you’re not familiar with its contents

• Too stuffy for the Google Generationy g



Our previous products were “Databases”

Emphasis on search

Additional Content 
hidden behind tabs

Long list of results



The “F” factor – How Users Browse Long “Lists” of Material

• 80% of web readers “skim” the page 

• The user’s eye typically follows an “F” pattern, focusing on:y yp y p , g

• Images

• Titles

• Captions

• Highlighted words and links

• Bulleted paragraphs

• Users only read the first 2-3 results 
on each page

Jakob Nielsen‘s Website http://www.useit.com/papers/webwriting/
Ibid., Eyetracking Research http://www.useit.com/eyetracking/
Eyetrack III. http://www.poynterextra.org/eyetrack2004/



Transforming the Database into a “Website”

With GIC and GREENR, we transformed our products 
to a more “webby” interface that resembles a website

Less emphasisLess emphasis 
on searching

Featured Videos

Google Map
Browsing

Menus M bli h ’ lMenus 
accompanied 
by images

More publisher’s logos
Customizable content



Topic Page: Replicating the Typical Web Experience

Overview essayOverview essay

Video and PhotosVideo and Photos

Overview essayOverview essay

Case StudiesCase Studies

Academic JournalsAcademic Journals
PodcastsPodcasts

Academic JournalsAcademic Journals

External 
links

External 
links

Links to related 
topics

Links to related 
topics

Max top 3 
entries for 

each content 

Max top 3 
entries for 

each content 
linkslinks

S i iS i i

typetype
“View All” 

link to 
di l

“View All” 
link to 
di lStatisticsStatisticsConference 

Presentations & 
Reports

Conference 
Presentations & 

Reports

display 
complete list

display 
complete list

NNNewsNews



Topic Page: Replicating the Typical Web Experience



… But the Web has Gone Even Further (Too Far, Perhaps)

iiFew people noticed the
post that appeared on
Google’s corporate blog on
D b 4 2009

Few people noticed the
post that appeared on
Google’s corporate blog on
D b 4 2009December 4, 2009. . . .

Starting that morning, 
Google would use fifty-seven 
signals to make guesses

December 4, 2009. . . .
Starting that morning, 

Google would use fifty-seven 
signals to make guessessignals . . . to make guesses 
about who you were and 
what kinds of sites you’d like. 
Even if you were logged out

signals . . . to make guesses 
about who you were and 
what kinds of sites you’d like. 
Even if you were logged outEven if you were logged out, 
it would customize its results, 
showing you the pages it 
predicted you were most

Even if you were logged out, 
it would customize its results, 
showing you the pages it 
predicted you were mostpredicted you were most 
likely to click on.
predicted you were most 
likely to click on.
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The “Filter Bubble” in Action Source: www.thefilterbubble.com

Name Scott Daniel
Gender Male Male

Race Caucasian Caucasian
Location New York New York

Both searched 'Egypt' 
on Google on the same day
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The Peronalization Effect Source: www.ted.com

"One of the troubling side 
ff t f th f i dl ld

"One of the troubling side 
ff t f th f i dl ldeffects of the friendly-world 

syndrome is that some 
important public problems 
will disappear Few people

effects of the friendly-world 
syndrome is that some 
important public problems 
will disappear Few peoplewill disappear. Few people 
seek out information on 
homelessness, or share it, for 
that matter In general dry

will disappear. Few people 
seek out information on 
homelessness, or share it, for 
that matter In general drythat matter. In general, dry, 
complex, slow-moving 
problems - a lot of truly 
significant issues - won't

that matter. In general, dry, 
complex, slow-moving 
problems - a lot of truly 
significant issues - won'tsignificant issues won t 
make the cut. And while we 
used to rely on human editors 
to spotlight these crucial

significant issues won t 
make the cut. And while we 
used to rely on human editors 
to spotlight these crucialto spotlight these crucial 
problems, their influence is 
now waning."

to spotlight these crucial 
problems, their influence is 
now waning."

17 Eli Pariser speaking at TED 



The Peronalization Effect



Can Library Resources be an Alternative to the “Filter Bubble”

By providing:
• Authoritative content
• Balanced coverage• Balanced coverage
• Multiple viewpoints
• Multiple content types

And stimulating:
• Comparison/contrast
• Critical readingCritical reading
• Contextual 

understanding
• Global and• Global and 

environmental 
awareness
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… and publishers can do more than provide “alternative viewpoints”

Publishers can sometimes 
alter our viewpoint forever.p

Since its incorporation in 1888, 
the National Geographic Societythe National Geographic Society 
has brought the far corners of 
the world to the doorsteps of 
millions of its readersmillions of its readers.

When asked about the subject of 
the National Geographicthe National Geographic 
magazine, founder Alexander 
Graham Bell famously replied, 

“The world and all that is in it”



In an age when images are seemingly so easy to find,



National Geographic brings us truly striking images from the far corners of the world



Earlier coverage can bring the historical perspective not found on the web

Users can compare 
how the earth, its 
inhabitants, and itsinhabitants, and its 
peoples have 
changed over time.

This too, stimulates 
critical thinking
and allows users to 
re-experience 
history



Creating New Avenues to Explore the Past

Here too, the publisher’s 
role lies in providing 
various avenues forvarious avenues for 
exploring and discovering 
in different, new ways 

For example:

• Term Clusters
that allow users to 
visually analyze words 
that occur together

• Graphing Tool
that allow users to 

l danalyze word 
occurrence over time 
periods



In Summary:

• Globalization and the information age demands the development of new
“21st Century Skills” 

• User behavior has changed; the traditional search-and-retrieve database 
model is often less attractive to today’s end users

• In the age of personalized web, web search results can be dangerouslyIn the age of personalized web, web search results can be dangerously 
tweaked to reinforce users’ preferences and habits 

• Libraries and publishers can become important alternatives to the open web 
b idi lit i f ti f b l d tiby providing quality information from a balanced perspective

• Publishers should provide contrasting multiple viewpoints on any given 
topic, inviting comparison and debate, which fosters critical thinkingp , g p , g

• The historical perspective that is often lost in online sources is important for 
the fostering of critical thinking and providing alternative perspectives

• Publishers must explore and develop new ways to bring content
to the new generation of users, in-line with the latest technology and user 
expectations
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Th k h!Thank you very much!


